A fresh
approach
to discovery
Hunting big gold and copper in Central
Asia

• Central Asian Explorer
Targeting large copper and gold discoveries in underexplored yet highly
prolific mineral belts with genuine Tier 1 potential.

• Data-Driven, Big-Picture Approach

Introducing
Pallas Resources

Utilizing cutting-edge Machine Learning in combination with one of the
largest privately held exploration datasets for Central Asia - allows for a
country-wide approach to target generation.

• Early Mover Advantage
935km2 land position providing exposure to four world-class belts.
Licences acquired on a 100%-basis under Kazakhstan’s reformed 2018
Mining Code (modelled after Western Australia Legislation).

• Strong Generative Expertise
A team with exceptional generative capabilities and a deep working
knowledge of the region. Prior involvement in the discovery and
delineation of several Central Asian deposits.

Alakol

Sulukol

374km2
Orogenic Gold
100% Ownership

Portfolio Overview

317km2
Orogenic Gold
100% Ownership

Stepnyak-Kokshetau
Gold Belt (>45Moz)
15Moz Vasilkovskoe
1Moz Stepnyak
6Moz Raygorodok

7Moz Zholymbet
Nur-Sultan
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Ground
Position

Beskauga 0.7MtCu
Bozshakol 4.1MtCu
Maikain 3.2Moz

Ulkensur

Dzhezkazgan
East 23km2
Sed-hosted Copper
K AOwnership
Z AK H S T A N
100%

Bozshakol Chingiz Arc
>5MtCuEq.

100km2
Copper Porphyry-Skarn
100% Ownership
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935km

6Moz
Aksu-K. 11Moz
Gorki Bestube

Large Exploration World-Class
Projects
Mineral Belts

Stepnyak-Kokshetau Gold Belt
Licence

Area

Sulukol

317km2

Orogenic Gold

Feasible Target
Size
5 Moz
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Orogenic Gold

5 Moz

Alakol

377km

Target Style

Dzhezkazgan 22MtCu

Ili-Balkash Copper-Gold Arc
Zhaman-Aibat 2.7MtCu

Aktogay 10MtCu

Kounrad 3MtCu

Chu Sarysu Basin
(>25MtCu)

Ili-Balkash Arc,
Greater Tien Shan
(>250Moz)
Koksai 3MtCueq.

Sarybastau

Licence

Area

120km2
Porphyry Cu-Au
100% Ownership

Sarybastau

120km2

Feasible Target
Size
Porphyry Copper-Gold
5 MtCuEq.
Target Style

Bozshakol-Chingiz Arc
Licence

Area

Target Style

Ulkensur

100km2

Copper Porphyry-Skarn

Licence

Area

Target Style

Dzhezkazgan East

23km2

Sed-hosted Copper

Feasible Target
Size
5 MtCuEq.

Almaty

Chu-Sarysu Basin
Feasible Target
Size
3
5 MtCuEq.

A business model tailored towards
increasing discovery probability

A Unique Approach - Leveraging People, Technology & Big Data
With the aim of generating a step-change in discovery success
Big Data
Approach
•

•

•

Big data approach to exploration combining the use of
cutting-edge data-science (Machine Learning) and our inhouse generative experts in the discovery process.

One of largest privately held exploration datasets across
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, the result of a multi-year process
of data compilation and digitization.
Our competitive advantage is the ability to deploy a
systematic country-wide generative strategy, focusing on
belt-scale prospectivity with genuine Tier 1 deposit potential.

Machine
Learning
Technology
Strong
Generative
Expertise
Country-Wide
Datasets
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Our Exploration Datasets in Action
Extracting maximum value from our country-wide exploration datasets
Proprietary Data Layers covering Kazakhstan
Digitized through a multi-year project

200K Geology Rasters

Geochem Stream Seds

Geochem In-Situ

Geochem Anomalies*

Chu-Sarysu Basin 170,000km2 3D Pallas Model
Host to the 22MtCu Dzhezkazgen Sediment-Hosted
Copper deposit

Mag

Gravity

Deposits

Faults
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Using Machine Learning in Ground Selection
Cutting-edge data science utilized in target generation

•

Pallas applies Machine Learning (“ML”) as a predictive
prospectivity tool to complement empirical targeting.

•

The process allows entire belts be refined into licence-sized
hotspots with the aim of generating a step-change in
discovery success.

•

Our first application was in the >45Moz StepnyakKokshetau Gold Belt of Kazakhstan where we
utilized our digitized exploration datasets to carry
out ML over a >110,000km2 search space.
» Our models accurately identified 5 of the 6
major gold deposits in the belt and led to the
acquisition of a highly prospective districtscale licence.
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Focusing on Tier 1 opportunities
in underexplored terrain

Gold Portfolio Overview
“The scenario is similar to that of the Yilgarn of Western
Australia before modern exploration of the 1980-1990s
which led to many new world-class discoveries. There is a
very high probability of discovery of five to ten further large
deposits between known deposits and along subparallel
crustal-scale shear zones.”
David Groves - Advisor and Orogenic Gold Specialist

₋ Alakol Orogenic Gold
₋ Sulukol Orogenic Gold

•

•

•

•

Gold licences located in Stepnyak-Kokshetau orogenic
belt – world-class underexplored gold belt in Northern
Kazakhstan.

The top six gold deposits in the belt contain >45Moz.
All but one were discovered pre-1930s (most recent
1963). There has been minimal integrated modern
exploration to follow up early Soviet efforts.
Stepnyak-Kokshetau hosts: 15Moz Vasilkovskoye
(producing +600,000oz pa); and 11Moz Bestube, 7Moz
Zholymbet, 6Moz Aksu and 6Moz Raygorodok which
are in close proximity to Pallas’ licences.
We own 690km2 after an extensive belt-scale targeting
and Machine Learning process. Each licence sits on the
boundary of major structural intersections.

15Moz Vasilkovskoe

1Moz Stepnyak
6Moz Aksu-K. Gorki
11Moz Bestube

6Moz Raygorodok

Sulukol Licence 317 km2

Alakol Licence 374 km2

7Moz Zholymbet

Nur-Sultan

KAZAKHSTAN
40km

80km

Sulukol Gold Project
Stepnyak-Kokshetau Gold Belt
317km2 licence located 30km from 11Moz Bestube
and <200km from the capital Nur-Sultan
Regional Prospectivity
•

•
•

Sits on major structural intersections and in close proximity to 11Moz
Bestube, 7Moz Zholymbet and 6Moz Aksu. Major deposits in the belt appear
to be controlled by regional strike slip structures often at the intersection of
major oblique structures – all of which are present at Sulukol

Up to 40g/t in 200m vein

Sulukol also hosts Stepnyak-Kyrkkuduk intrusives, important given all
deposits in the belt have these intrusives in close proximity.

Up to 10g/t in weathered basalt float

Licence selected after extensive belt-scale Machine Learning process which
was validated with empirical targeting.

Exploration Thesis
•

•

Multiple Soviet-era (1960s to 80s) geochemical anomalies provide better
understanding of structural/geological controls:
»

2.0 g/t Au within a 0.5 x 1.0km halo of As 0.6%, Mo 0.018%, Ag 0.5g/t (shallow
auger drilling)

»

Up to 40g/t in surface quartz veins 0.2-0.4m thick, 200m long

»

Up to 10.0 g/t Au in quartz-bearing weathered basalt

Visible gold observed within hours of being on site during a brief first-pass
2021 recon trip. Upcoming field season will see immediate follow up of
Soviet results alongside systematic licence-wide exploration.

0.5 x 1km As anomaly with up to 2.5g/t Au

50K Magnetics

Alakol Gold Project
Stepnyak-Kokshetau Gold Belt
374km2 licence surrounded by Zholymbet (7Moz), Aksu (6Moz)
and Raygorodok (6Moz) and 100km from the capital Nur-Sultan.
Regional Prospectivity

•

•

A key targeting feature that lead to ground selection was a
new structural interpretation from our digitized Soviet-era
magnetic and gravity surveys. Alakol occurs at the
intersection of major N-S and SE-NW structures (extending
from 7Moz Zholymbet).
Targeting cross-validated by Soviet-era geochemical
anomalies, the presence of Stepnyak-Kyrkkuduk intrusives
(proximal to all other deposits in the belt) and the deposit
spacing frequency in the belt.

Mag-interpreted
intrusive
1M Scale Magnetics

Historic gold
samples

6Moz

Alakol Licence

Silicification

Exploration Thesis

•

Soviet exploration results provide guidance for follow-up
work and include:
»
»
»

2.0g/t Au quartzite with sericite, minor pyrite, chalcopyrite,
and magnetite
2.5g/t Au in quartz veins within NE structure along contact of
volcanics and granite
Akkul-II Kaolin Deposit: 2.0Mt Kaolin deposit – a 1965 Soviet
Era P1 Resource.

7Moz

Akkul-II
2.0Mt Kaolin

Copper Portfolio Overview
• Dzhezkazgan East Sediment-Hosted Copper
Beskauga 0.7MtCu
Bozshakol 4.1MtCu
Maikain 3.2Moz

Ulkensur

Dzhezkazgan
East 23km2

Bozshakol Chingiz Arc
>5MtCuEq.

Sed-hosted Copper
100% Ownership

100km2
Copper Porphyry-Skarn
100% Ownership

Dzhezkazgan 22MtCu

Zhaman-Aibat 2.7MtCu

Aktogay 10MtCu

Kounrad 3MtCu

Chu Sarysu Basin
(>25MtCu)

Ili-Balkash Arc,
Greater Tien Shan
(>250Moz)
Koksai 3MtCueq.

Almaty

Sarybastau
120km2
Porphyry Cu-Au
100% Ownership

» Located in the third largest sediment-hosted copper
basin globally (Chu Sarysu basin) on the doorstep of
Tier 1 Dzhezkazgan (22Mt Cu)

• Sarybastau Porphyry Copper-Gold
» Located in Kazakhstan’s most well endowed copper
porphyry terrain (Ili-Balkash arc) with two
prominent multi-kilometre broad geochem
anomalies.

• Ulkensur Porphyry-Skarn Copper-Gold
» Lies in the Bozshakol-Chingiz Arc (host to 4.1MtCu
Bozhshakol, 3.2Moz Maikain and 1.7MtCu
Beskauga) with prominent regional circular
magnetic feature and coincident geochem
anomalies.
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Dzhezkazgan East Project
Chu-Sarysu Sed-Hosted Copper Basin

Regional Prospectivity
•

Chu-Sarysu is the 3rd largest sediment-hosted
copper basin globally (~27MtCu). Dzhezkazgan is
the biggest deposit in the Chu-Sarysu basin with
a global resource of 2.0Bt @ 1.1% Cu (for 22Mt
Cu).

Exploration Thesis:
•

Pallas’ project is located 10km from
Dzhezkazgan, presenting a brownfields targeting
opportunity to test the host horizon under
shallow cover.

•

The target horizon which outcrops within the
Dzhezkazgan open pit extends undercover
through Pallas’ Dzhezkazgan East licence.

Sarybastau Porphyry Copper-Gold
Ili-Balkash Arc
Regional Prospectivity
•

Situated in Kazakhstan’s most well-endowed copper
porphyry terrain, the Ili-Balkash Arc.

•

Same regional gravity contour as Almalyk (20MtCu,
80MozAu) and Koksay (4.1MtCuEq) and located
30km from KAZ Minerals construction-stage Koksay
porphyry (4.1MtCuEq).

•

Licence hosts two 7km x 3km copper stream sed
anomalies in addition to in-situ copper samples, all
identified from Soviet reconnaissance.

Exploration Thesis
•

Broad copper geochem anomaly indicative of
significant system.

•

Detailed geochem and alteration identified by
Soviet work is part of, but not the centre of the
system –plans for broader systematic program to
assess licence-wide prospectivity.

Ulkunsur Copper-Gold Porphyry Skarn
Bozshakol-Chingiz Arc

Regional Prospectivity

•

Prominent circular feature identified through Pallas’
country-wide digitized regional magnetics layer.

•

Coincident with 2km x 1km long skarns with copper
mineralization and gold in stream sed sampling.

Exploration Thesis
•

Circular mag feature represents a classic ring intrusive
complex.

•

The copper-bearing skarn represents a proximal edge
(400m to 600m) of a central porphyry copper
mineralisation zone.

•

Host rocks are all similar to those at Bozshakol (4.1MtCuEq)
in the northern end of the arc.

1.0M Scale Mag Source 2

Our Growth Pipeline from Ongoing Generative Work
Leveraging our large proprietary datasets to grow our footprint in Central Asia
Sulukol and Alakol Gold Licences

Stepnyak-Kokshetau Orogenic Gold Belt
• 45Moz gold belt including Glencore’s world-class 15Moz
Vasilkovskoye (580koz/pa producer) and 11Moz Bestube

Dzhezkazgan East Licence
Chu-Sarysu Sediment-hosted Cu Basin
•

One of the largest sediment hosted copper
basins globally and host to the 22MtCu
Dzhezkazgan deposit
A full 3D model in Leapfrog of the entire
170,000km2 basin has been built by Pallas
using Soviet era data
Five highly prospective priority areas of
interest have been identified

•
•

Kalba Orogenic Gold Belt
• Host to Polymetal’s 15Moz Kyzyl Operation
• Pallas has completed belt-scale targeting using
supervised and un-supervised machine learning

Ulkunsur Copper Licence

Bozshakol-Chingiz Arc
Porphyry & VMS CuAu

K A Z A K H S T A N

• Includes Bozshakol 4.1MtCueq. And Arras
Minerals’ Beskauga 0.7MtCuEq.

UZBEKISTAN
Orogenic Au & CuAu Porphyry
•

•
•

Host to the world’s largest gold deposit
Muruntau 170Moz, and world class CuAuPorphyries of the Almalyk Cluster 20MtCu &
80MozAu
Mining sector reforms modelled on Kazakhstan
have begun. B2Gold has active project.
Pallas registered a local Uzbek subsidiary ‘March
2022 and is continues to evaluate opportunities

Sarybastau Copper Licence
Ili-Balkash Arc
CuAu Porphyry & Epithermal Au
•

•

Part of the greater Tian Shan which host >250Moz including
the world’s largest gold deposit (170Moz Muruntau) and the
Almalyk Porphyry Cluster (80MozAu, 20MtCu). Epithermal
gold targets identified which are analogues to the 5Moz and
3Moz Axi and Jinxi-Yelmand deposits on the Chinese side of
the belt.
Pallas has carried out Machine Learning across certain search
intervals in the Ili-Balkash arc, having identified numerous
epithermal gold and porphyry copper targets that require
follow-up.

Our Team

Founding Directors with >12 years
Central Asia experience

In-country team >30 years experience
working for international and Kazakh
majors and mid-tier companies

Generative expertise across orogenic and
epithermal gold; porphyry and sedimenthosted copper and nickel-sulfide systems

Directly contributed to the growth and
development of several deposits in the region

Shambesai

Jinxi-Yelmand

First discovery in Kyrgyzstan
since Soviet times & first Carlin
gold discovery in Central Asia

Now-producing 3.1Moz
epithermal gold mine in
Western China

Taldybulak
6.7Moz porphyry copper-gold
deposit in Kyrgyzstan

Our Board and Advisory Team
Highly experienced generative team with deep regional knowledge
Simon Cooper

Daniel Rickleman

Director & Co-Founder

Director & Co-Founder

•
•
•
•

Geologist, Mining Engineer and
Corporate Development Professional
Boots on the ground experience in
Central Asia, Australia and Africa
Led feasibility of 6.8Moz Taldybulak
in Kyrgyzstan
M&A transactional experience
across 5 continents

•
•

•

Gold, copper, diamond exploration
experience across Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, China, Australia
Part of discovery of Shambesai (1st
Carlin gold in Central Asia) and
development of 3.1Moz Jinxi-Yelmand
epithermal gold
Led outbound investment arm of
China’s 5th largest gold miner

David Groves

Steve Beresford

Technical Advisor

Technical Advisor

•
•
•
•

Internationally renowned Geologist
‘Big picture’ generative expertise
across a range of deposit style settings
Prior Director of the now Centre for
Exploration Targeting (UWA)
Led research efforts which defined our
modern-day understanding of
orogenic gold systems and targeting

Bartosz Karykowski
Technical Advisor
•
•
•

Multi-faceted global background across
mineral system analysis and exploration
management
Expertise in Machine Learning as a
prospectivity tool & integral in building
our large geospatial datasets
Strong consulting and in-house
experience in magmatic-Ni, orogenic
gold and sed-hosted copper systems

•
•

•
•

Chair of the Centre for Exploration
Targeting, UWA
Most recently Chief Geoscientist,
Independence Group (ASX: IGO)
Former Chief Geologist for FQML, MMG
Limited and BHP
Global expertise in nickel systems
targeting

Jamie Keech
Director
•

•
•

Mining Engineer turned Venture
Capitalist working with entrepreneurial
exploration companies to provide
financing solutions
Partner at Inventa Capital; CIO &
Founder at Resource Insider; prior BD
Manager at Equinox Gold
Experienced in IR, capital raising and
equity capital markets strategy

Jon Woodhead
Technical Advisor
•

•
•

Brings decades of global exploration
and targeting insight from a deep
generative and geophysical background
Specialist in sediment hosted copper
systems and copper porphyry deposits
Substantial experience in Central
African copperbelt with Ivanhoe/Anglo
American, and copper porphyry
targeting throughout the Americas

Thomas Woolrych

Xiaodong Zhou

Technical Advisor

Technical Advisor

•
•
•

Global generative and exploration
management background
Expertise in Machine Learning as a
prospectivity tool & integral in building
our large geospatial datasets
Managed sediment-hosted copper
exploration efforts across both sides of
the Central African Copperbelt in
Zambia and DRC

•
•
•

Expertise in spectral geology and
remote sensing analytics
15 years leading Barrick Gold’s
worldwide spectral efforts
Integrated, multi-scale, multi-platform
alteration and targeting experience
across HS epithermal, porphyry Cu-Au,
IRGS and sediment-hosted copper
systems
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Contact Us

We’d love to hear from you. Please feel free to get in touch
via any of our below contact details.
Email
simon@pallasresources.com
daniel@pallasresources.com

Website
www.pallasresources.com
Phone
+13459264209
Address
Level 2 Heathman’s House,
19 Heathman’s Rd,
London SW4 6TJ
United Kingdom

Appendix

•

Newly overhauled (2018) Mining Code which reduces
bureaucracy and transitions to an online first-come, firstserve system modelled on Western Australia legislation.

•

No significant exploration since the 1970s, low competition
to entry and large swathes of prospective ground in known
mineral basins which remain unpegged.

•

Opportunity to acquire district-scale exploration rights in
the world’s 9th largest country.

•

24th of 104 on the 2017 Fraser Index of Investment
Attractiveness (*last ranking date)

Why Kazakhstan?
• Central Asia’s largest
economy & crown jewel
• Long history of successful
operations
• Recent mining reforms

Companies with producing assets or exploration projects in Kazakhstan.

Why Partner with Pallas?
A fresh approach to discovery
•

High-tech, data-driven, big picture approach; combined
with Kazakhstan’s world-class prospectivity with the aim
of increasing the odds of discovery.

•

A ground floor investment opportunity with the
potential for outsized returns, structured to reward
those with the appetite for high-risk high-reward gains.

•

Significant land package across multiple projects over
mineral belts which tend to yield very large, high-grade
deposits.

•

Tightly held capital structure with significant insider
ownership. Focused on building value accretively.

•

Early mover advantage provides a high-growth platform
for further land consolidation with the goal of building
the pre-eminent Central Asian explorer.

Big Data &
Machine Learning

Genuine
Tier 1 Potential

Lack of Modern
Exploration
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Country-Wide
Targeting

District-Scale
Packages
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Disclaimer
This document contains projections and forward‐looking information that involve various risks and uncertainties regarding future events. Such forward‐looking
information can include without limitations statements based on current expectations involving several risks and uncertainties and are not a guarantee of future
performance. Actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such information, these and all subsequent written and oral
forward‐looking information are based on estimates and opinions of management on the dates they are made and expressly qualified in their entirety by this
notice. Except as required by law, the author and partners assumes no obligation to update forward‐looking information should circumstances or management’s
estimates or opinions change.
The information contained in this document is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient and may not be used, published or
redistributed without the prior written consent of the author.
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